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Message by HRH, The Prince of Wales
“I am delighted to be able to send this
message to congratulate the participants of the inaugural Enterprise
Challenge in Pakistan.
Forty years ago, I witnessed the
profound challenges young people in
Britain were facing in finding employment and starting their own business,
and was inspired to establish the
Prince's Trust. In 2015, I officially
launched my Prince's Trust International
with programmes such as Enterprise
Challenge, with the aim of encouraging
positive mindsets and providing young
people across the world with the
direction and confidence to explore
avenues of financial independence.
I therefore wanted to extend my
warmest congratulations to the schools,
mentors and, most importantly, the
children of participating schools on
being part of this milestone, and to
send you all my very best wishes for the
future as we continue our common
endeavour to unlock the talent and
realise the full potential of every young
person, whatever their background or
circumstances”.

NOTE FROM PRINCE’S TRUST INTERNATIONAL
‘Prince’s Trust International is delighted to partner with SEED
Ventures in bringing the Enterprise Challenge to Pakistan. We
have already seen how successful the programme is in Jordan,
Qatar and the United Kingdom, and I am confident that it will
have the same high impact in Pakistan. It is so important for young
people to develop their knowledge of business skills and consider
their career options from a young age. The Enterprise Challenge is
a fantastic vehicle for them to do this, whilst also building their
confidence and presentation skills with the support of their volunteer mentors. I look forward to hearing about the impact of this
programme on young people in Pakistan following the exciting
Finals event at the end of the competition.’
Alan Kennedy
CEO - Prince’s Trust International

NOTE FROM PRESIDENT
Entrepreneurship & Youth Development Society
Pakistan at the moment, is bringing massive numbers of young
people into the job market annually. Since our demographics are
skewed towards a young population, this is an obvious result of
that and shall continue for the foreseeable future, till the
population growth rate declines. At the same time, there are just
so many jobs which are created due to our economic expansion.
So where are the rest of the youth on the job market going to find
a living? The answer has to be entrepreneurship. There is no other
route to utilise these numbers of unemployed youth.
However, the challenge is, that those coming onto the
entrepreneurship circuit are usually untrained, and therefore
struggle to establish a viable vocation. There is some capacity in
training and vocational institutes and incubators are also
appearing in various places in the country. But these do not
suffice. It is important for the young people to be primed and
prepared long before they enter the entrepreneurship market. The
Enterprise Challenge program is such a simulator. It allows school
children to dive deep into the commerce world and learn real life
rules of running a business. Furthermore, it does so in an
interactive, team building, ethical and fun environment. Thus the
pupils learn a lot very early and effectively. This leaves them better
prepared to achieve entrepreneurial success when they start their
own ventures eventually.
Sarfaraz Ahmed Rehman
President - EYDS

Note From SEED
We welcome you to join our journey for Enterprise Challenge Pakistan (ECP), an initiative of Prince’s Trust
International, executed in Pakistan by SEED Ventures as the local Founding and delivery partner. The
competition also runs in Jordan, Qatar and the United Kingdom.
We are proud that Enterprise Challenge has been growing since its inception in 2008, when it started
with just 300 students in the UK, to a much wider scope across other countries and now in Pakistan in 10
cities in its very first year in which have reached 300 students in 20 schools, supported by over 40
mentors, out of which 32 mentors were active in year 1. Just as in the UK there are now over 4500
children in over 110 schools, supported by over 450 business mentors; we, in Pakistan aim to engage a
very large number of schools and mentors in the next few years.
We would like to share the story of our journey that started on an ambitious note as we were told
repeatedly. While it would have been easier to begin the programme from either just Karachi, or three
main urban centres, it was crucial for us to initiate the programme in all provinces of Pakistan and adopt
an all-inclusive approach. At the same time, as is the dictum of Enterprise Challenge, while increasing
scale, we also continually seek to increase the quality of the programme.
We all know of Enterprise Challenge Pakistan, or ECP, as it became popularly known as during the last
few months, as a learning platform for participating students. We also are very well aware of the main
purpose which is to inculcate entrepreneurship in young minds, sowing the seed at the most impressionable age. However, we would like to take this opportunity to share what a great learning experience
it has been for us, the team behind ECP, and how it has driven us with full force to work tirelessly day
and night to execute the programme effectively. The beaming, eager faces of the children/young people
who have been part of ECP, and the deep down contentment of knowing we are able to make a difference, has given us the energy and motivation to become one with Enterprise Challenge Pakistan. The
selfless involvement of the mentors, our wonderful partners at Prince’s Trust International, and our
sponsor Jawad Amin Khan of ZAFA Group, all made Enterprise Challenge Pakistan possible. A very
stable and strong support was provided to us by Entrepreneurship & Youth Development Society (EYDS)
and its Board members, with Enterprise Challenge Pakistan being its flagship programme. Together, we
embarked on this journey and together we intend to continue on, spreading its impact country-wide
leaving a footprint that will create a new generation of entrepreneurs.

SEED Ventures

Introduction

Enterprise Challenge Background
Enterprise Challenge was developed with support from Prince’s Trust International and started out as one of the Mosaic Programmes, founded by HRH The Prince of Wales in 2008.
Since 1st July 2016, Mosaic’s UK-based programmes have been operating within The Prince’s
Trust. Mosaic’s international programmes, such as the International Leadership Programme
and Enterprise Challenge (outside of the UK) are now part of Prince’s Trust International.
Mosaic currently operates in six
regions of the UK – London,
South East, West Midlands, North
West, Yorkshire and most recently
Scotland – and has international
reach through International Leadership Programme. In the academic
year 2014/15, Mosaic directly
supported over 6,700 young people
in 248 schools and prisons, supported by 1,335 volunteer mentors. 80%
of UK beneficiaries were drawn from
the 20% most deprived areas of the
country. Mosaic’s International
Leadership Programme supports 80
young leaders from 18 countries.
Mosaic’s programmes have received
independent accreditation through
the Approved Provider Standard

of the Mentoring & Befriending
Foundation, the national quality
standard designed for all mentoring
projects, providing with very important external recognition of the
quality of the programmes.
In addition, Mosaic has for two
consecutive years been included in
the Department of Education’s
statutory guidance on careers advice
as an exemplar for building strong
connections with employers. Mosaic’s programmes have also been
independently evaluated
by Demos, the leading research
organisation, which described its
programmes as “very well run and
both the mentors and mentees
reported significant benefits in
taking part”.
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WHAT IS ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PAKISTAN (ECP) ?
Overview
Enterprise Challenge Pakistan is a
pan-Pakistan, inter-school competition
that encourages young people to
explore entrepreneurship as a career
path. It is offered to secondary school
students within the age bracket of 13-16
years in various schools across the
country. It is an avenue for creating
opportunities for young minds regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds, and to work towards contributing to the development of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. ECP is essentially a
simulation business challenge where
students playing in teams of four or five
employ their creativity in cyber-scenarios. The objective is to profitably run an
enterprise using the fundamentals of
enterprise development.
Volunteer mentors (industry experts)
help the students understand the basics
of running an enterprise and guide
students on what options they should
take during the challenge and how they
should develop their business strategy;
the teams with the highest net profit at
the end is declared the winner. The
competition involves students to think
about the ethical and social aspects of
business as well, and hence educates
them about how to become good
corporate citizens. The target audiences
for this competition are students
belonging to the age group of 13 to 16
years.
ECP Skills
Enterprise Challenge Pakistan, or ECP
as it is popularly known in its very first
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year in Pakistan, not only inculcates the
understanding of business and enterprise in young minds, but also develops
a number of other skills during the
programme. Some of the most
important ones are:
Mentor mentee relationship
Confidence
Public Speaking
Team building
Taking informed decisions
Critical Thinking
Written & Verbal
Communication
Creativity Enhancement
Leadership
Motivation
Interpersonal skills
Adaptability
Expression
Respect for varied
opinions and viewpoints
Ethical practices
Respect for diversity
Values
Enterprise Challenge Pakistan works
with the intent of instilling some critical
values that shape the young minds into
confident, enterprising individuals.
These values started taking roots in the
young people who were part of the
programme in the very initial stages of
ECP as is evident by some of the
instances stated below.
1) Sportsmanship
In year 1 of Enterprise Challenge
Pakistan, there were three teams of five
participants each from each of the 20
schools. The Regional Finals comprised

of two rounds; an inter-school simulation challenge between the three
teams, and the second round where
only one of the teams played based on
their scores in Round 1.
While there were occasions where the
teams that did not make it to the Final
Round of Regional Finals were
teary-eyed, and disappointed, yet they
cheered for the team that qualified to
the second round and were heard
saying they would be thrilled if it is their
school that qualifies for the National
Finals regardless of which team it is.
Such excellent sportsmanship developed at an early age creates a strong
bond with peers and helps young
people learn to get up every time they
fall and move on.
2) Respect for diversity
Enterprise Challenge Pakistan in its very
first year started with an all-inclusive
approach and participants were included from all over Pakistan. It was a
delightful combination of various
regional languages, ethnicities, dialects,
and cultures. Each team brought with it
its own unique identity and perspectives
despite their young age. The six highest
scoring team from Kashmir, Balochistan,
Khyber Pukhtunkhwa, Gilgit Baltistan,
Punjab and Sind, gathered in Karachi
two days prior to the vent where ECP
team and mentors worked with them on
their pitches. Teams blended easily with
each other despite being from different
parts of the country. Diversity was truly
accepted and respected not just
throughout the programme but more so
close to the culmination of the first
cycle.

3) Ethical practices
An integral part of Enterprise Challenge
is the Business Ethics segment that is
introduced and focused on in the first
part of the programme with the aid of
Business Ethics case studies. During this
time, the mentors not only discuss the
importance of ethical business practices
but also talk about their significance in
everyday life. Ethical practices in
business that cover all stakeholders as
well as environment introduced during
the formative years can lead to responsible business owners of the future.
4) Respect for varied opinions
The selection of the participants and
formation of the teams were done
carefully with a tedious process for ECP
team keeping in consideration the fact
that cherry picking by teachers often
leads to the same few students who get
most of the opportunities. To prevent
this from happening, the entire selection process was designed and executed by ECP team. Once 15 participants
from each school were selected based

on the aptitude assessment, three
teams of five were forms by balloting.
This meant that it was often participants
who either did not belong to the same
grade or were not a group of friends. It
is in instances like these that the true
importance and practice of respecting
each other’s viewpoints, suggestions
and opinions is exercised as was
encouraged and witnessed during the
programme.

Enterprise Challenge in all provinces of
Pakistan and ensured representation
from all. The main purpose of ECP is to
create awareness of entrepreneurship,
guide students in setting up businesses
and encourage intermingling and
working together as a team. The teams
also learn about Ethical Business
practices through case studies and are
assessed on the same as an important
part of the competition.

ECP Purpose
There are two main interlinked aims of
the programme: to increase in young
people, the understanding of business
concepts and to apply them, and to
enhance and work upon the soft skills
that go hand in hand the knowledge of
which would benefit them in whatever
path they opt for.
While the easier route would have been
to start the programme in a few urban
centres only, SEED adopted a more
inclusive approach and took the ambitious step of launching and executing

Key Objectives
- Inculcate entrepreneurship in young
minds
- Introduce the basics of entrepreneur
ship during formative years
- Ensure emphasis on ethical business
practices
- Create an environment that
encourages, and is conducive to
entrepreneurship
- Instil confidence in sharing new ideas,
aspirations and solutions to
community problems with an
audience.

Competition experience across other countries:
(Reference: Enterprise Challenge Introductory Booklet developed by Prince’s trust International)
For last year’s competition (2014/2015) the students benefitted as follows:
•
Over 47% of participants had no previous Business Studies engagement or experience prior to the Challenge
•
Over 87% of participants rated their experience of the Challenge as either good, very good, or excellent
•
Over 47% of participants now want to get involved in business when they leave school or consider setting up
their own business after leaving school
•
Over 80% feel confident about the basics of working in business
•
Over 85% improved their understanding of the skills required to succeed in business
•
Over 74% learned something new about working in business from their Enterprise Challenge mentor
Enterprise Challenge Pakistan Stats
•
Over 80% of the students who attended the orientation displayed no inclination towards setting up their own
businesses prior to attending the orientation
•
Approximately 78% students who attended the orientation, registered for the programme
•
More than 2000 registration forms were received from all across the country
•
Over 90% schools showed immense enthusiasm for the programme
•
Over 60% of participants now want to get involved in business when they leave school or consider setting up
their own business after leaving school
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Enterprise Challenge Model
Before we look at the model and methodology for Enterprise Challenge Pakistan, we need to understand the
overall school structure and the different educational systems in the country. This was done during the research
and strategy phase before the execution started a brief extract of which is given below.
CURRENT SCHOOL STRUCTURE/INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Pakistan has one of the lowest literacy rates in the world and according to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), it is 55 per cent and Pakistan stands at 160th in total countries of the
world.

http://www.archivistonline.pk/literacy-rate-in-pakistan/
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The education system of Pakistan is
comprised of 260,903 institutions and is
facilitating 41,018,384 students with the
help of 1,535,461 teachers. The system
includes 180,846 public institutions and
80,057 private institutions. Hence 31%
educational institutes are run by private
sector while 69% are public institutes.

management system without any
interference from either the provincial
or federal governments.
UNDERSTANDING THE EDUCATION
SYSTEM

There are multiple school systems
co-existing in the country as has been
mentioned earlier. These may include
Currently there are a number of school
the Cambridge system, American
systems being followed in Pakistan.
These include the Matriculation system school system, Matriculation, Islamic
education amongst others. Not only are
in most Tier 2 – Tier 4 schools; British,
their curriculums, operating procedures
Cambridge System in all Tier 1 and
and overall environments completely
most Tier 2 schools; and American
Education System in some selected Tier different from each other, but often
1 schools. Separate ethnic schools such their schedules for examinations and in
some cases holidays also are not in
as Ahl-e-Tasheeh, Ismailis etc also
parallel to each other. While Tier 1, 2
co-exist; each one of these caters to
and some Tier 3 schools start their new
different mindsets and implements
term in August, most Tier 4 schools and
different school systems and
some Tier 3 schools start from April
curriculums.
after having their Final Examinations in
March. Similarly while most Tier 1 and 2
Unfortunately, a very large percentage
schools have a Spring Break in March,
of these schools have no notion of
Tier 3 and 4 schools do not close for a
promoting a free, ‘thinking mind’ in
week during that time unlike their
these children. Along with the modern
peers. There is also no specific distinceducation being imparted, there are
tion of the tiers of these schools and is
Madrassahs (religious schools) which
often crudely determined based on the
implement the Islamic education
system. These schools have their own

fee structure, the primary language, and
the socio-economic profile.
A deep understanding of the education
system in the country was essential in
order to effectively schedule and run
Enterprise Challenge Programme. This
has also helped in creating a long-term
strategy by involving schools themselves whose input and suggestions to
resolve these issues before the execution in year 1 have been critical. A
framework was created working around
the existing school systems to ensure
maximum effectiveness and smooth
execution and has worked well determining the future cycles of the
programme as well.
ECP - AN INCLUSIVE MODEL
A pan-Pakistan approach created a
much-needed all-inclusive platform that
not only accelerated the success of ECP
but also resulted in collective support
from all quarters. The programme in
year one was run in Karachi, Lahore,
Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Peshawar,
Mardan, Pishin, Quetta, Muzaffarabad
(Kashmir), and Shigar (Baltistan).

-ECP GEOGRAPHICAL REACH YEAR 1
Shigar

Peshawar

Mardan

Rawalpindi

Muzaffarabad
Islamabad

Lahore

Quetta
Pishin

Karachi
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Methodology
To effectively and successfully accomplish the objectives and deliverables for Enterprise Challenge Pakistan, SEED
employed a range of techniques and methodologies. This methodology was devised during the strategy phase
and was based on the research conducted prior to the programme launch in September 2015.
- PROGRAMME INITIATION & EXECUTION SNAPSHOT
A brief break up of the programme and its initiation is as follows:
School Short listing
Mentor Selection and Engagement
Sponsor Engagement
ECP Stakeholder Round Table and Launch
Execution
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Shortlisting

Meet-ups

Walk through
Enterprise Challenge
Pakistan process
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Sharing the concept

One on one
discussion/meeting

TRAININGS
There were two sets of trainings held for Enterprise Challenge Pakistan in Karachi and Islamabad. An
orientation session was held in each of the two cities for the faculty and full-day trainings were held in both
Karachi and Islamabad for the mentors. Both the faculty and mentors had arrived from all over the country;
SEED had arranged for all the logistics with support from the sponsor. The trainings were conducted by the
Consultant Muhannad Al Jarrah from Injaz, Jordan, who has run more than five cycles of the programme in
Jordan. The training/s in Islamabad was co-conducted by the Programme Manager, ECP. (The Training
Report is part of the annexures)
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The break-up is as follows:
DATE

DAY

FOR

LOCATION/VENUE

DURATION

DAY 1

Monday, August
15, 2016

Teachers (Sind &
Balochistan)

Avari Hotel
Karachi (Albatross)

9:00 AM-2:00 PM

DAY 2

Tuesday, August
16, 2016

Mentors (Karachi,
Quetta)

Marriott Hotel
Karachi
(Ambassador 3)

9:00 AM-5:00 PM

DAY 3

Thursday, August
18, 2016

Mentors
(Islamabad,
Lahore, Abbottabad, Peshawar)

Ramada Hotel
Islamabad
(Xian Hall)

DAY 4

Friday, August
19, 2016

Teachers (Punjab
& North)

Margalla Hotel
Islamabad (Board
Room)

9:00 AM-5:00 PM

9:00 AM-1:00 PM

*An extra workshop was arranged for the teachers of Karachi on Saturday, August 27 as there had been a
request for the same. The purpose was reinforcement of the structure of the programme and the role of
faculty. In Islamabad, 80% of the workshop was conducted in Urdu by the Programme Manager after the
feedback from the first workshop held in Karachi. A detailed step by step description of the programme as
well as FAQs was added to the workshop.

DOCUMENTATION
An extensive video/photographic and literature documentation has been done from the programme from
the very beginning and particularly during execution. Detailed logs were maintained throughout execution
by each of the regional coordinators and were submitted to the Programme Manager on a weekly basis.
ECP PROCESS
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Execution - August to October
For execution purposes and to ensure a fair and inclusive representation from across the country, the
regions were divided as follows:
1.
SIND REGION
2.
PUNJAB REGION
3.
BALOCHISTAN REGION
4.
NORTH REGION
North Region was further subdivided in KP, including Peshawar, Mardan, Rawalpindi and Islamabad; Kashmir with representation from Muzaffarabad in year 1, and Gilgit Baltistan, with representation from Shigar,
Skardu.
PHASES
PHASE 1: ORIENTATION IN SCHOOLS
WHAT
Once the
schools were
engaged and
selected,
orientation
sessions were
scheduled at
each of the 20
schools.

WHEN/WHO
Orientation sessions
were conducted by
Regional Coordinators
and their support teams
across the country in
the month of August.
The sessions were
scheduled after the
schools reopened post
summer holidays.

HOW
• The Programme Manager
and the Head of Content
were the Lead on devel
oping the guidelines,
information material,
registration forms/paren
tal consent forms, as well
as FAQs.
• Along with the team, the
content was developed
and provided to the
Regional Coordinators.
• A briefing session was
held by the Programme
Manager on what is
expected of the orienta
tion as well as the
outcome to be achieved.
• The Regional Coordina
tors and the team then
gave short test sessions
for feedback.
• Each session was
conducted at schools
followed by Qs & As.
• The students interested
in the programme were
given registration forms
for student profiling and
aptitude assessment.
• The forms also included
parental consent forms to
be signed by the parents.

WHY
As the first step of the
programme, it was
imperative to introduce
Enterprise Challenge to
the potential participants rather than having
the forms distributed in
classes by the teachers
with no prior knowledge
of what the programme
entails.
This step also ensured
that all the queries that
the potential participants had, were
addressed by ECP
team.
The sessions also
provided ECP team with
an understanding of the
enthusiasm level and
overall caliber of
students from each
school.

OUTCOME: Enterprise Challenge team acquired a good understanding of the schools, interest of
students, and what would be expected of the team and the programme. This helped in further
improving the operations and additional content was developed for the programme at this stage
to ensure a good understanding of the programme and encourage active participation.
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PHASE 2: BUSINESS ETHICS
WHAT
Three Business
Ethics case studies
were introduced to
the teams; two of
them were locally
developed by ECP
team with one
FMCG and one
telecommunication
company that
operate Pakistanwide. The social
enterprise case
study was developed and provided
by Prince’s Trust
International.

WHEN

HOW

After the orientation
and selection of teams,
the first mentor session
centered around
breaking ice and
introducing entreprenurship to the participants.
Following that, the case
studies were discussed
in the session and
queries answered by the
mentors.

The mentors provided
assigned teams with an
introduction on Business
ethics; why it was
important for businesses
and how it promised a
sustainable future for
organizations that
adhered to its basic
tenets.
The mentors also
prepared the students
for the assessments to
be conducted at a later
stage.
The significance of
social entrepreneurship
and ethical business
practices was discussed
with the students.

WHY
The objective of developing an understanding
in children about
business ethics was to
help them realize that
businesses do not
operate in isolation.
Their activities have a
long lasting impact on
the lives of their stakeholders and society. It
was to help them
understand that wrong
means do not justify the
ends.

PHASE 3: SIMULATION
WHAT
An online educational game that helps
participants understand the basics of
entrepreneurship
was developed and
provided by Prince’s
Trust International.
The readapted
version was
provided The
participants play
against the
computer in real
time creating a
virtual enterprise
and apply basic
business principles
of marketing, sales,
and distribution.

WHEN

HOW

After the Business
Ethics case studies
had been dicussed in
several sessions, the
simulation phase
started. The
participants played
against the computer
by setting up virtual
businesses and
playing in real time.

The mentors
introduced:
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• How a businesses
operates
• Who are stakeholders
• Role of stakeholders
• The relationship
between different
functions of an
organization
• What is profit
dependent on
• How the impact of
one business decision
affects the rest of the
functions

WHY
Theoretical concepts
would hold no meaning
to school children unless
they were provided with
an opportunity to apply
the concepts related to
business ethics and
business practice. The
primary purpose of the
simulation was to provide
students with such a
platform so they could
understand clearly and
witness how informed
business decisions
impact the performance
and operations of a
business entity.

PHASE 4: REGIONAL FINALS
WHAT
Regional Finals are a
midway assessment
of the selected
teams to be gauged
on three things:
1) Speed of decision
making
2) Quality of
decision making
3) Effective
teamwork

WHEN
After the last mentor
session/s and once
the students had
devoted ample time
to play and practice
the game, ECP
conducted the
Regional Finals at
each school premises.
In the first cycle
(2016), the Regional
Finals took place in
the last two weeks of
October and the first
week of November.

HOW
The Regional Finals
have been designed to
be conducted in two
rounds, both played on
the same day.
1) Intra school
competition
2) Inter school
competition
In the first round the
scores of the three
teams were collated
with the scores of the
previously done
business ethics assessment.
The second round was
played by the highest
scoring team.

WHY
ECP’s mandate is not to
pick out winners – it is
to provide each participant with a fair chance
to express their abilities
and apply their learning.
The Regional Finals are
meant to give all
students from a school a
chance to give their very
best in playing the
game, and then from
amongst this lot,
selecting the highest
scoring team from
schools.

PHASE 5: NATIONAL FINALS 2016
WHAT
Enterprise
Challenge Pakistan
National Finals were
held on November
18, 2016 at the
British Deputy High
Commission in
Karachi. Six highest
scoring team from
the Regional Finals
from each region
had to think of a
business idea with a
social impact, and
develop it getting
ready to pitch live to
the judges and
audience.
The teams
emerging from the
inter school
competition held
nationwide,
developed ideas
that were:

WHEN
Following the
pan-Pakistan Regional
Finals competition, 1
team from each
region emerged
based on their scores.
These teams were
guided by their
mentors and prepared
for their socially
impactful business
pitches. Two days
prior to the event,
SEED team prepared
the students for
further development
of their ideas and
pitch delivery.

HOW
The mentors helped the
students to develop a
business and social aim
of their enterprises, how
it will impact the community and how it will
utilize profits. All this
information had to be
encapsulated in a
3-minute pitch presented to the panel of
judges, on the day of
the National Finals.
Prior to the event, the
teams travelled to
Karachi and were further
trained for delivery and
presentation skills by
SEED team and
mentors.

WHY
Enterprise National
Finals were conducted
with a simple objective
to provide the students
with an opportunity to
come up with ideas that
encourage innovativeness and out-of-the-box
thinking. Furthermore,
it was an opportunity
provided to students
from different parts of
Pakistan to be able to
present solutions to
their community
problems as well as
giving them a platform
for their voice to be
heard and their talent
showcased.

1.Sustainable
2.Socially impactful
3.Innovative
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ECP National Finals - Background
Post-Regional Finals, simulation and Business Ethics assessment scores of all the teams from 6 regions were
collated. One team from each region i.e. Sind, Balochistan, Gilgit Baltistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Kashmir and
Punjab emerged with the highest scores and qualified for the National Finals.
These six teams were asked to develop sustainable business solutions for the Nationals Finals where they had to
pitch the business ideas in front of a panel of judges and audience.
Prestigious names of the industry from various sectors were on the panel as judges.
ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PAKISTAN NATIONAL FINALS 2016 JUDGES
Name
Amin Hashwani

Executive Director, Hashwani Group of Companies; Founder, Charter for Compassion

Ali Sarfaraz

CEO, Karandaaz

Mahreen Khan

Associate Director for Business Development, Communications, and Talent Development
for Pakistan, Acumen

Nadeem Elahi

Managing Director - The Resource Group Ex- President, American Business Council

Sharjeel Shahid

Group Head, United Bank Limited

Following is a timeline until the day of the National Finals, 2016:
The Mentoring Sessions
Special sessions were organized for the students post Business Ethics Phase and Simulation, and after qualifying
for the National Finals, where the mentors prepared the students for the big day. The mentors helped the
students develop a business aim for their enterprise and conducted sessions by visiting the schools, via skype calls
and over the phone.
About the business idea
A criterion was developed by ECP team which was followed for the development of the business idea. The
mentors prepared the students on the basis of these criteria.
The business ideas encapsulated the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The central point revolved around a community challenge that can be resolved via a social enterprise.
Students ensured that whatever idea they conceive has a special business aim. The students developed a
methodology whereby they are not only able to tackle the community challenge but also devise ways to
make the organization profitable.
The idea revolved around creating a sustainable business venture which can continue to tackle the social
problem profitably and also empower communities associated with the challenge.
The idea portrayed an element of longevity.

The development of such business ideas gave the students an opportunity to come up with solutions to social
problems and challenged them to think outside their regular academic boundaries.
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DAY 1: TEAMS ARRIVE IN
KARACHI
Students accompanied by their
Principals and teachers arrived in
Karachi at 16th November, 2016.
Hesitant at first, the students were
nervous and shy. The ECP team
arranged for the teams and their
school representatives to have dinner
at a popular restaurant treating them
to local cuisine. The dinner served as
a great icebreaking opportunity for
the children. They discussed their
journeys throughout ECP and their
thoughts and ideas about the
upcoming event.
DAY 2: FULL DAY TRAINING
A full day training session was organized for the teams that had qualified
for the National Finals. The students
had some brilliant ideas to setup their
own social enterprises and went
through intense training in which each
participant was given individual
attention. The ECP team worked with
them to improve their communication
skills, business strategies and presentations. In order to polish their
business ideas, a business canvas was
discussed in detail with the participants. The students then developed
their own idea on the basis of the
business canvas. Icebreaking motivational activities were also made a part
of the training. The mentors were also
present. They were highly supportive
and dedicated their time generously.
By the end of the training, what
started as a raw idea took the form of
a marvellous business plan. The
training was no less than an emotional roller coaster for the kids as there
was a blend of excitement, nervousness, and joy; but most of all the
motivation was to win Enterprise
Challenge Pakistan National Finals.
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DAY 3: THE EVENT
After much anticipation, the day of
the National Finals 2016 arrived. The
event was organized at the British
Deputy High Commission, Karachi on
18th November, 2016.

Who attended?
The grand event was attended by the
most prominent names of corporate
sector, public sector, development
sector, academia, and media. Prime
Minister’s Spokesperson and Minister
of the State - Mr. Musadik Malik, was
present at the event as the Keynote
Speaker. The British High Commissioner - H.E. Thomas Drew graced the
event as the Guest of Honour, and
British Deputy High Commissioner Belinda Lewis showed immense
support for promoting entrepreneurship in Pakistan. Prince’s Trust International, CEO Alan Kennedy arrived in
Karachi to attend the National Finals
and talked about the value of entrepreneurship. Mentors, partner school
representatives and industry specialists attended the event as well.
The business pitches
Teams presented their business
pitches in a 3 minute timeslot. These
business pitches were critiqued and
scored by the judging panel. The
teams presented their social enterprises and provided strong justifications. A 2-minute Questions &
Answers slot followed each business
pitch. The Qs & As allowed the
judges to put forward queries to each
teams regarding their methodology
for sustaining the enterprise, tested
their knowledge of the product/service and inquired about the profits
and required investment.

Award ceremony
Enterprise Challenge
Pakistan, National
Finals 2016 Winner
Team Balochistan,
represented by students
from Little Angels High
School Pishin and
mentored by
Muhammad Shah,
Director BUITEMS and
Sameen Khan, Activity
Coordinator BUITEMS,
stole the show with their
sound busi ness and
social aim, their zeal and
fervour. Team
Balochistan was the
National Finals 2016
Winner! A cash prize of
£1000 was presented to
the winning team and
£2000 to the winning
school.

Audience Choice Award
An audience poll through especially
developed software, was held during
the National Finals. It ensured maximum audience engagement and
interaction throughout the event
where the attendees participated in
the excitement of the evening by
opting for the team whose pitch they
found the most interesting and their
business idea the most impacctful.
Team Gilgit Baltistan, represented by
students from Abruzzi School, Shigar
won the Audience Choice Award
which was determined through
audience poll.

Contributions from guests to
support the new businesses
A number of attendees came forward
and presented investment opportunities to the students. These included
cash prizes, technology, and physical
contributions for a specific business.
Certiﬁcates of Participation
Certificates of appreciation and
participation were also presented to
the students and the school
representatives.

Expressions Post-National Finals:
Annusha Siddiqui, Dawood Public
School, Karachi, Sind:
“Great times! Great people! Changing our business idea from Skate2Educate to Rent4Rent; having buffet
lunch together and standing up for
each other; meeting awesome people
from different regions with different
cultures! Started from complexities in
our idea, ended with simplicities.
Started from Rhinestones Co, ended
up being Naya Raasta. Started from
being strangers, ended up being
mates forever! I'm glad we ended up
being a part of ECP.”

Rahila, Abruzzi School, Shigar
(Gilgit Baltistan):

Mr. Ziaullah, Principal, Little Angels
High School, Pishin
(Balochistan):

“Shigar is one of the most beautiful
but very remote places. There is very
low number of opportunities in this
region but Enterprise Challenge
Pakistan provided us with such a
great learning experience. I will
forever be grateful to the organizers
for reaching out to our school.”

“I don't have words for to thank SEED
for its professional, caring and friendly
handling of Enterprise Challenge
Pakistan from its onset to the ending
of the first cycle. We always felt at
home working with you and always
felt encouraged.”
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Testimonials

The Enterprise Challenge Pakistan Programme is an excellent initiative at nurturing the spirit of entrepreneurship in youngsters. It was a fulfilling, and rewarding experience mentoring for the ECP. I am positive
that it will play a significant part in preparing the leaders of tomorrow - Ahmed Sajjad Zaidi, Mentor

It was fun and especially to see the enthusiasm of the young ladies. Added to it was a bit of nostalgia for
me, in that I remembered my own O level exam centre. I mentor and coach a lot, but older more focussed
college/university graduates. That is very different and this is more like dealing with a bunch of teenagers.
Good experience and reminded me of my own sons and younger relatives - Sarfaraz Rehman, Mentor

The Enterprise Challenge Pakistan Programme gave me a fantastic opportunity to meet, to listen, to discuss
with and to mentor number of talented, young, interesting and ambitious students of AJK. These students
despite having limited resources have amazingly high energy, and have reflected superb pre- entrepreneurial activities. This is really wonderful opportunity for students to prepare them for real world challenges. I am
very appreciative towards the efforts made where in such small areas with not much facilities they still have
high literacy rate. I found this experience absolutely fantastic and not only I was mentoring the students,
they also taught me many thing as I believe learning is a two-way process. I wish my mentees all the best
for their bright futures. – Imran Azhar, Mentor

ECP program is unique initiative by SEED and a program of its own nature. Involving the students from
different classes and backgrounds is really the beauty of the program. I enjoyed as a part of it and felt
happy while contributing professional advice and support to the school students. I tried to share my knowledge, experience and professional skills in evolving their basic knowledge about social entrepreneurship
and ethical businesses. I experienced that mentoring can help less experienced individuals navigate away
from costly mistakes. For me, the relationship provides an opportunity to gain a fresh perspective and the
satisfaction from guiding others to professional success. – Irfan Siddique, Mentor

While class sessions generally helped, the true character of students shone during simulation games. The
laid back, calm and composed nature gave way to competitive, collaborative loud and excited. I feel
programs like ECP are needed to give exposure to young adults regarding entrepreneurial skills at a young
age. While the simulation did make them apply business concepts learned during the course, what would
be more beneficial as a follow-up activity for these children is to run interactive session with them on
formulating an idea/company and then working towards a business plan. This way, they will be able to
apply the concepts they have learned and work towards developing small scale businesses by providing
them with a business lens. - Nabeel Khan, Mentor
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Who Made ECP Possible ?
1. PRINCE’S TRUST INTERNATIONAL
Prince’s Trust International is the most recent addition to The Prince’s Charities, established as a result of the
extraordinary success of His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales’s youth charity, The Prince’s Trust. Over 40
years The Prince’s Trust has helped more than 825,000 disadvantaged young people across the United Kingdom to turn their lives around; three in four young people supported move into work, education or training.
Prince’s Trust International has been created to build on the success of The Prince’s Trust, by sharing its experience and expertise with governments and NGOs around the world who are similarly seeking to tackle youth
unemployment and its related challenges.
2. ENTREPRENEURSHIP & YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (EYDS)
WHAT IS EYDS?
The ultimate destiny of Pakistan rests in the hands of its youth, thus every effort invested in nurturing them will
result in a golden harvest where they will grow into able leaders, innovators and thinkers. Entrepreneurship is
one such inclusive platform which has the power to benefit people regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds. It instills confidence, hope and a sense of equality in evolving their personalities, and creates a promise that many if not all amongst these youth will create tomorrow’s enterprises and stimulate the growth of
Pakistan’s economy.
As part of this mandate, ‘Entrepreneurship & Youth Development Society - EYDS’ was launched for the purpose
of continual and more widespread endeavours to create an environment with social and financial inclusion, and
enhance the entrepreneurial spirit of the nation that will lead to financial independence.
With the objectives of enhancing the business acumen of the youth and inculcation of entrepreneurship at an
impressionable age, EYDS encourages the youth to explore entrepreneurship as an avenue and career path.
Through its programmes, EYDS will equip the large youth population of Pakistan to positively impact the
country’s economy through enterprise development. Enterprise Challenge Pakistan is the flagship programme
of ‘Entrepreneurship & Youth Development Society’.
WHO IS ON THE BOARD?
President: Sarfaraz Ahmed Rehman
Senior Vice President: Shahrukh Hasan
Vice President: Salman Beg

Secretary General: Nadir Shafi Dar
Treasurer: Anwer Kashif Mumtaz
Member: Jawad Amin Khan

3. SPONSOR: ZAFA GROUP
A programme of this scale could not have been planned and executed seamlessly across Pakistan without the
support of a funding partner who believed in the essence of this programme with immense enthusiasm. ZAFA
Group is veteran organization and is a well-reputed name with over four decades of operations in Pakistan’s
pharmaceutical industry.
ZAFA Pharmaceuticals Laboratories (Private) Limited is a Private Limited Company, founded in 1973, by its
present Chairman and Chief Executive, Mr. Muhammad Amin Khan. ZAFA is the 1st Pakistan based Multinational Pharmaceutical manufacturing concern with its own manufacturing facility based in Khartoum Sudan, and has
benefit for the community at the core of its foundation. ZAFA provided funding support, enabling the implementation of Enterprise Challenge in Pakistan and its reach across the country.
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4. MENTORS
REGION
SINDH

NAME

ORGINIZATION

NORTH

DESIGNATED SCHOOL

Ahmer Arif

GPCCI

Business Development Manager

Al- Murtaza School (Boys)

Elia Qazilbash

Beyond Differentiation

Partner

Dawood Public School

Fahad Zuberi

SZABIST

Programe Manager

Sharmeen Khan Boys School

Management & MarCom Specialist

St. Michael’s School

Faraz Salim

REGION

DESIGNATION

Farhad Karamally

Funverks

CEO

St. Michael’s School

Favad Soomro

Engro Foundation

Director

Al-Murtaza School (Boys)

Jamal Baquar

NBP

SEVP & Group Chief

St. Joseph’s Convent School

Junaid Quadri

SEED Ventures

Associate Manager

Sharmeen Khan Boys School

Sabrina Dawood

Dawood Foundation

CEO

Sharmeen Khan Girls School

Sanam Karamally

Funverks

Associate Consultant

St.Joseph’s School/Sharmeen Khan
School

Sarfaraz Rehman

Engro Foods

Ex-CEO

St. Joseph’s Convent School

Shaista Ayesha

SEED Ventures

Head of Content

Sharmeen Khan Girls School

Sharif Tahir

PWC

Partner

Al-Murtaza School (Girls)

Waqqas Iftikhar

SCB

Product Sales Specialist

Al-Murtaza School (Girls)

NAME

ORGINIZATION

DESIGNATION

DESIGNATED SCHOOL

Adnan Khan

RADS

Station School,Rawalpindi

Agha Humza

IRIS.pk

Station School, Rawalpindi

Ahmed Sajjad Zaidi

IRIS.pk

Akbar Durrani

UNDP

Hashim Yasin

Aplos Innovation

Founder and CEO

Peshawar Model School, Mardan

Imran Azhar

Azcorps

CEO

Burraq School

Israr Khan

SEED Ventures

Director Finance

Peshawar Model School, Mardan

Jameel Gouheer

Virtual force

CEO

Abruzzi School

Umar Farooq

Tech Valley

CEO

Abruzzi School

Usama Shahid

Meri Taleem

Founder & CEO

Oxbridge International School

Waseeq Qureshi

Ufone

Head CSR

Oxbridge International School
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Founder

Ali Trust School
Peshawar Model School

REGION

NAME

PUNJAB

Ahmed Shoaib

Savaree

Founder & CEO

The Trust School, Thokar

Asadullah

Rotary Club

Head

The Trust School, Amir town

Irfan Siddique

UCP

REGION
BALOCHISTAN

ORGINIZATION

DESIGNATION

DESIGNATED SCHOOL

Lecturer

Ghazali School

Mian Furqan Mehmood Enrichers Pvt Ltd

Executive Director - Business
Development

St. Anthony's School

Muhammad Uns

Dockit

CEO , Trainer

The Trust School, Amir town

Nabeel Khan

TCF Foundation

Head community development unit

Ghazali School

Tanzeel ur Rehman

Virtual force

Partner and COO

The Trust School, Thokar

NAME

ORGINIZATION

Mohammad Shah

BUITEMS

Sameen Khan

BUITEMS

DESIGNATION
Director

DESIGNATED SCHOOL
Government Sandeman High
School, Quetta, Little Angels School,
Pishin
Government Sandeman High
School, Quetta, Little Angels School,
Pishin
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Mentor Proﬁles
SINDH REGION
Ahmer Arif
A versatile professional with prior experience in all aspects of business management and a CIMA qualified
accountant having detailed understanding of finance and accounts. With proven business development skills,
Ahmer is a champion of building excellent relationships with both corporate and individual customers, resulting
in a high degree of repeat business. His vast experience includes all aspects of event management from event
conceptualization, marketing, organization, delivery and post event analysis. His talents include high level of
market research, writing and communication skills. His specialties include Accounting & Finance (qualified from
the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants); International Trade & Investment Development; Government Liaison Policy Formulation and Development; Event Management; Business Development. He currently
serves at German Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry as Business development manager.

Elia Qazilbash
Elia Qazilbash is among the pioneers of Out of Home Advertising and Retail Design in Pakistan.Over 18 years of
experience in marketing of services including Telecommunication, Air-Express and Logistics, Out of Home
Advertising, Education and Retail Design. An established entrepreneur with a keen eye to identify opportunities
and a pragmatic approach towards implementation, using his academic qualification and more importantly the
wealth of experience and teaching.

Fahad Zuberi
Fahad Zuberi has a multidimensional personality and has been part of the academic sector for a while. As a vital
member of academia, Mr. Zuberi possesses in-depth knowledge of entrepreneurship, business ethics and
marketing principles. He currently serves as the BBA Programme Manager at SZABIST. His diverse experience
with students of all backgrounds make him an excellent mentor.

Faraz Salim
Faraz Salim is a Management, Marketing & Communications specialist. Previously served at Aman Foundation
and is responsible for not only the Foundation but also the Health and Tech departments of the company. Prior
to this he served as the Deputy General Manager at the Chairman's Office of Dawood Hercules Group. His core
responsibilities included overseeing Corporate Communications, Marketing, Public Relations and was actively
involved in the Governance, Management, Internal Consulting and Research functions. Owing to an extensive
background in consulting over his 18-year career, Mr. Salim also played the role of a change leader and strategist for personnel at Elixir Securities.

Farhad Karamally
With offices in Pakistan, Sri Lanka & United Arab Emirates, Farhad Karamally works across the region as an
Organization Development (OD) consultant & management trainer, helping unleash organizational genius
through leadership, creativity and change management initiatives. Over the past 20 years Farhad has developed many branded development solutions that can be customized to meet specific requirements of organizations across the private & social sectors of different countries & cultures. He has also designed customized value
adding interventions for various organizations. Mr. Karamally possesses an enthusiastic and highly energetic
personality with the ability to influence change.
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Favad Soomro
A versatile professional with prior experience in all aspects of business management and a CIMA qualified
accountant having detailed understanding of finance and accounts. With proven business development skills,
Ahmer is a champion of building excellent relationships with both corporate and individual customers, resulting
in a high degree of repeat business. His vast experience includes all aspects of event management from event
conceptualization, marketing, organization, delivery and post event analysis. His talents include high level of
market research, writing and communication skills. His specialties include Accounting & Finance (qualified from
the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants); International Trade & Investment Development; Government Liaison Policy Formulation and Development; Event Management; Business Development. He currently
serves at German Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry as Business development manager.

Jamal Baquar
Jamal Baquar is a prestigious name in the banking industry. With over 20 years of experience in the industry, he
has served at organizations such as Samba bank and JPMorgan Chase. Mr. Baquar continues to focus on his
entrepreneurial skills and also co-founded a venture called Equity5, a private equity and advisory business.

Junaid Quadri
Mr. Quadri is a highly organized, creative and motivated professional, always ready to take extensive measures
in business development. His relationship management is the key for the outstanding sales and managing
projects accordingly. Junaid is involved in high-level strategy development and is responsible for maintaining
strong relationships with key contacts in existing accounts, as well as developing new contacts and relationships. He keeps a close eye on market trends and identify gaps and niches that represent new business
opportunities.

Sabrina Dawood
Ms. Sabrina Dawood is currently the CEO of The Dawood Foundation, Trustee of Dawood Public School and
Director of Engro Foods Limited, prior to which she has been working in various companies of the Dawood
Hercules Group, such as Dawood Hercules Corporation Limited and Dawood Lawrencepur Limited in Marketing, Corporate Communications, Administration and CSR. She holds an MSc in Medical Anthropology from
University College London and a BA from London School of Economics in Anthropology & Law.

Sanam Karmally
Sanam Karamally is a young, vibrant and ‘challenge-inspired’ consultant at Funverks Global. Her fascination with
human psyche and its relation to organizational systems has led her into developing meticulous observational
skills whilst empathizing with people at the same time. Her enthusiasm has allowed her to come up with innovative client oriented solutions and has added value for 35 different companies across 7 different industries, such
as MediaCom, Nestle, CNBC, Deutsche Bank, Procter & Gamble to name a few.
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Sarfaraz Rehman
Mr. Sarfaraz Rehman is one of the Board of Directors of Entrepreneurship and Youth Development Society
(EYDS) where he serves as President of EYDS, and comes from 30 years of professional experience in diverse
fields. By profession a Chartered Accounted, Sarfaraz commenced his career with Unilever in 1983 and then
moved to SB (GSK) in 1988. He later moved to Jardine Matheson/Olayan JV in the Middle East, where he
handled Business Development along with Finance and Logistics. At Pepsi, he served as Country Manager for
Pakistan and Afghanistan later on to become the founding CEO of Engro Foods, a leading FMCG company in
Pakistan. Currently he is engaged in providing consultancy and advisory service to organizations such as
Al-Falah Securities, Shan Foods, ICI and JS Group to name a few.

Shaista Ayesha
Shaista is known for her in-depth understanding of Pakistan’s social and economic issues and her commitment
to spreading awareness at all levels through her writings. This has resulted in her association with SEED where
she writes and manages all web content as well as other written material. Her vast exposure to SME sector and
researches based on different aspects of SMEs in Pakistan has added to her comprehension of improving
entrepreneurial scenarios at different levels. Shaista is also a published author of the biography ‘Midlife and
Naked’ of two Pakistani entrepreneurs – Faraz Khan and Khusro Ansari.

Waqqas Iftikhar
Mr.Iftikhar is involved in developing strategies re-pricing strategies for clients and has analyzed product and
deal level pricing to optimize revenue generation. Prior to this he was Consultant Business Analyst at Marie
Stopes Society. He also worked as a freelance business consultant at SEED Ventures, a social enterprise devoted to facilitating entrepreneurship.

NORTH REGION
Adnan Khan
Dr. Adnan Khan is a Public Health Researcher with experience of dealing with many diseases. He trained at the
Indiana University and the Regenstrief Institute. In his work with the Health Ministry in Pakistan, he helped run
its Health Policy Unit. Adnan has also worked closely with the WHO, the UNICEF and the UNAIDS to provide
consultancy services in the Middle East and Asia. He is a member of the Advisory Board of the Asian AIDS Data
Hub, a core member of the UN Reference Group on HIV and Drug Use and a member of the Technical Review
Panel (TRP) of the Global Fund for the Fight against AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM). He is also an
Adjunct Assistant Professor for Preventive Medicine at the Vanderbilt University.
Agha Humza
Agha Hamza is a marketing professional with an MBA in International Marketing. He has experience from
Express Tribune, Arif Habib Limited as Market Research Executive, Karachi Farmers' Market as Marketing and
Sales Manager and currently working as Event Manager at Iris Event Artistry & Planning.
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Ahmed Sajjad Zaidi
Ahmed is an entrepreneur who is focusing on building a web platform for professional photographers. His
expertise range from systems analysis, to software development and professional photography. He believes in
establishing lasting business relationships with other professionals. He has gained experience for years at
several organizations and on the other hand, founded many too such as Iinix, Founder Institute Islamabad, Iris
Red Private Limited which are running successfully.
Akbar Durrani
Akbar Durrani graduated from Imperial College London with Master of Science Health Economics and Management, Economics. As a Project Manager on the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and General
Manager on Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund Mr.Durrani is heavily invested in numerous social causes. Mr
Durrani was also a project analyst at The World Bank, and Trade Economist and Customs Facilitation Lead at
Deloitte. As a socially responsible and highly prominent member of the society, he is known for his exceptional
leadership and communication skills that make his contributions and efforts all the more impactful.
Hashim Yasin
By profession an engineer, Mr. Yasin is the powerhouse of Aplos Innovations. He has a vast experience in
providing business and technology solutions to startups and companies. At Aplos, Mr. Yasin manages clients
and leads the marketing team.
Imran Azhar
AzCorp Entertainment, Mr. Azhar’s brainchild is a for-profit enterprise that was created to provide meaningful
and entertaining storytelling which portrays themes of civics, social justice and gender equality. He is also a
comic book creator and writer. ‘Team Mohafiz'is Mr. Azhar’s attempt to portray present-day, local-level injustices,
radicalism, and key social, economic and development challenges. He ensured along with the content, activities
and actions that encourage youth to ‘get involved’ in making a difference are also interspersed. Team Muhafiz
was shortlisted as the Official Nominee for National Innovation Award 2015 in Art & Design category by the
Pakistan Innovation Foundation.
Israr Khan
Israr Khan carries more than 15 years of rich experience in the industry and services sector. He is responsible for
synchronizing the finance function of the organization and building a bridge between top management and
different departments of the company. His core competencies include cash flow management, forecasting and
budgeting, financial reporting, technology integration and analytical review. Besides this, he possesses strong
leadership, problem solving and analytical skills proving him as an effective leader. Mr. Khan is a member of
different accounting and social bodies. He graduated from JCI Japan Academy of Leadership and conducts
motivational trainings on career guidance, leadership and social issues.
Jamil Goheer
Jamil Goheer is a technology and social innovator with a knack for high growth business models. Co-founded
CoVenture LLC, a NewYork based early-stage venture funding platform that invests in technology startups. He
Co-founded Kualitatem Inc., a global independent software quality assurance company. Also co-founded
Kualitee, an online SAAS based software test management platform making it easier for software enterprises to
manage their software testing cycles, be it a lean startup or large enterprise. Prior to this he was involved in a
Venture backed speech technology startup identifying languages from speech signal, a social enterprise and an
outsourcing company that won awards and was ranked the best startup by P@ASHA in Pakistan and Best
Startup in Asia Pacific by APICTA. He is also a Certified Information System Auditor (ISACA) and had been
consulting with international organizations like CIDA, UNDP, GTZ, Nike and Foundation for Development
Cooperation Australia. He also teach and speak on social entrepreneurship in academic settings.
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Umar Farooq
Mr. Farooq is a strategic leader and powerful innovator, with a track record of proven success. As Founder,
President, and CEO of HCP Group & Tech Valley Abbottabad, Mr. Umar Farooq achieved milestones in IT
industry and his entrepreneurial spirits have helped him explore new successful business ventures. He is a
proven technology executive with a broad range of experience in various industries including Government
Sector, Financial Sector, Retail, Health, Travel and Hospitality, Energy Sector and Telecom. He is an expert and
visionary in developing IT strategy and roadmaps to focus on driving top and bottom line business growth,
process excellence, and innovation to accelerate business growth. He has been actively involved in policy
making role of KP IT Board and accomplishing milestones. He is also affiliated with Advisory Board Member,
Houston Chamber of Commerce, and International Bureau &Board of Governors Member, Hazara Chamber of
Commerce, District Government Abbottabad, Ambassador Open Islamabad, & EDI (Entrepreneurship Development Institute).
Usama Khan
Usama Khan is a passionate IT engineer turned social entrepreneur cum product manager. Usama aspires to
convert ideas into reality and use technology to solve social and civic issues in Pakistan. Possessing excellent
ideation, communication & presentation skills, he has 5 years’ experience in entrepreneurship, technology
startups, software development, project management, sales & business development.
Waseeq Qureshi
Mr.Waseeq is an experienced marketing, communications, mobile financial services and CSR professional. He is
currently serving as Head of Corporate Social Responsibility at Ufone. He has business management, marketing
& entrepreneurial experience combined with a passion for Communication, Strategy & Planning and a voracious
appetite for Communication and Brand Management making him a remarkable mentor.

PUNJAB REGION
Ahmed Shoaib
Muhammad Ahmed Shoaib is a Pakistani witha passion for exploration of new concepts and ideas. He recently
graduated from University of Engineering & Technology, Lahore where he studies Computer Science. Ahmed is
also associated with Google Developers Group (GDG) Lahore from December 2012 which is a volunteer community supported by Google. He has also worked with Plan9 - PITB's Tech Incubator and developed a website
for a startup named BlackGold Solutions. He is currently working as the Chief Operations Officer at Savaree- a
taxi company and pioneer of ride sharing platform in Pakistan.
Asadullah
Mr. Asadullah is a very experienced and distinguished individual. Retired from the prestegious institution of
Pakistan Railways, he has dedicated himself to social causes while heading Rotary Club, Model town, Lahore.
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Irfan Siddique
Irfan Siddique did his MS in Entrepreneurship and SME Management from GCU Lahore and before that he
completed his MBA from IBA. He has been working as Assistant Professor in UCP – Business School since Feb,
2011. Before joining UCP- Business School, he worked for Lahore Business School (LBS) University of Lahore as
Head of Entrepreneurship department and has also an experience of lecturer in BUITEMS, Quetta. In addition
to this he worked at different positions in Industry for more than 7 years which includes Assistant Manager
Marketing for PEPSI COLA and Revenue Officer WAPDA. His research area confines to marketing of SMEs and
Supply chain Issues of SMEs. He presented his papers in different national and international conferences and
also published articles in HEC recognized journals. He is also an external examiner for GCU MS (Entrepreneurship and SME management) projects.
Mian Furqan Mehmood
Mian Furqan Mehmood is the Executive Director of Business Development at Enrichers Private limited .Enrichers Private Limited was incorporated in 2011 as a full scale commodity broker centrally administered from
Lahore, Pakistan. The company under his leadership is continually in search of value addition for its clients, while
never losing sight of core values, ethical principles and sound business judgment. Mr.Mehmood also has
experience as CEO and President of Assets & Investment Management, President and CEO of Colaborative
Coaching Inc, Executive Director of REAGUS CORP, General Manager of Al Raeed Group and Vice President
Asia Division of ExecuTrainings International Inc.
Muhammad Uns
Muhammad Uns is a very successful, results driven director with experience of working for FTSE 100 organizations and managing teams of up to 5 RDM's, 50 BDM's and 20 Account managers in the IT and Telecommunications sector. Uniquely skilled at influencing, managing and driving change across the various companies
through team building and motivating individuals to deliver new acquisition sales, increasing revenues within a
7 year span in the B2B market place.
Nabeel Khan
Mr. Nabeel started his career as a research associate at Kashf Foundation and then went to Mayfair Group of
companies as their Brand manager. He has also volunteered for various social programme such as TCF Rehbar
and City Ambassador for Couchsurfing.
Tanzeel ur Rehman
By profession a computer Engineer to start with who established his career in sales. Mr. Tanzeel is also an
entrepreneur gave founded a technology venture. Currently, he is devoting his efforts on another Tech / Investment Venture namely Virtual Force as a COO. The company collaborates and invests in startups in idea phase
and convert them into sustainable businesses. Mr. Tanzeel has gathered immense experience regarding entrepreneurship after being involved with 15+ (and counting) startups in the area of Fintech, Healthtech, Legaltech,
EdTech, eCommerce, Home services automation and social service.
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BALOCHISTAN REGION
Muhammad Shah Khan
A visionary and progressive leader, offering 8+ years of progressive growth and outstanding success streamlining operations over a wide range of higher education administration areas like university advancement/ development, fundraising, alumni relations, students’ financial assistance, executive education, business incubation,
communication and outreach, career services and project management. Mr. Shah has a proven record of
innovativeness and result-orientation through strategic focus on mirroring organizational needs and resource
optimization.
Sameen Khan
A young and energetic individual with distinctive business and communication skills. He is Student Affairs
Coordinator at BUITEMS and a Master Trainer for British Council's , esteemed Active Citizenship Program. As a
Master Trainer, he has trained numerous individuals and university students and continues to serve as a mentor
and a trainer.
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5. SCHOOLS
Region : North (Kashmir)
AL BURRAQ AJK
Address

Bala Peer Muzaffarabad

Principal

Syeda Saba Kazmi

POC

Jawwad Haider
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Rukhsar Naqvi

16

10

2

Syed Shoaib Ali

15

10

3

Attique Ahmad

16

10

4

Attiya Batool

16

10

5

Faisal Ejaz

15

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Syed Zain-ul-abdeen

16

10

2

Amina Noor

16

10

3

Danyal Mushtaq

17

9

4

Rafia Fiaz

15

10

5

Waqas Mushtaq

17

10
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TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Uzma Sharazi

15

10

2

Muqaddis Rahi

15

9

3

Danish Riaz Ahmed

15

10

4

Awais Shreef

16

10

5

Sehrab Ahmed

17

10

Region : North
ALI TRUST COLLEGE (ISLAMABAD)
Address

Lehtrar Road, Burma Town

Principal

Muhammad A.Wahid

POC

Anam Shaukat
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ahmad Mujtaba

16

10

2

Sarfaraz Ahmed

16

10

3

Muzammil Akram

16

10

4

Muhammad Umar Javed

16

10

5

Naveed Ahmed

15

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Niamatullah

15

10

2

Tasawar Khan

14

10

3

Meer Muhammad

16

10

4

Ijaz Iqbal

16

10

5

Muhammad Hussain

15

9

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Faisal Ali

15

10

2

Muhammad Hasnain

16

10

3

Kashif Ali

15

10

4

Farhan Afzal

14

10

5

Shahbaz Ahmad

15

9
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Region : North (ISLAMABAD)
OXBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL GRAMMAR
Address

House 6 & 7, Major Rd, Islamabad

Principal

Mohammed Shoaib

POC

Shoaib Raza
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Hira Rehman

14

O'levels 2

2

Sharjeel Maroof

13

8

3

Alina Afzal

14

9

4

Muhammad Saim Zaheer

13

O'levels 1

5

Saifullah Khan Niazi

16

O'levels

Age

Class

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

1

Zain Aabid Deen

14

O'levels 2

2

Arslan Qureshi

14

O'levels 2

3

Abdullah Rahim

14

8

4

Mohammad Shafiq

14

8

5

Shaheryar Khan

16

O'levels 2

Age

Class

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

1

Muhammad Rauf

14

O'levels 2

2

Abdul Ahad

14

O'levels 2

3

Muhammad Taha Waleed

13

4

Muhammad Ahmad Bilal

14

5

Ikram Khan Qureshi

13

7
O'levels 2
8

REGION : NORTH (MARDAN)
PESHAWAR MODEL SCHOOL, MARDAN
Address

Nisatta Road, Mardan

Principal

M. Kashif

POC

Palwasha Iftikhar
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TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Eesha Noor

14

9

2

Zeeshan Ahmad

15

8

3

Syed Airaf

14

8

4

Maria

15

9

5

Sahar Rehman

14

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mutahira Asif

13

8

2

Urooj Aamir

14

9

3

Faisal Akbar

14

8

4

Syed Sudais

14

8

5

Hiba Zanin

15

8

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mohammad Asif

14

O'levels 2

2

Daniyal Raza

14

O'levels 2

3

Spogmai Ali

13

4

Manahil Ali

14

5

Fatima Younas

13

7
O'levels 2
8

REGION : NORTH (PESHAWAR)
PESHAWAR MODEL PESHAWAR
Address

Village Hazar Khawani, Mohalla Sadoza, Peshawar

Principal
POC

Aiman Qureshi
TEAM C

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Kamran Khan

14

9

2

Sameer Raj

17

10

3

Afaq Ahmed

17

10

4

Muhammad Abbas

15

9

5

Moeez Alam

14

8
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TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Habib ur Rehman

13

8

2

Abdul Basit Khan

15

9

3

Abdul Hannan

14

9

4

Muhammad Sameer Qureshi

13

8

5

Usama Ahmad

16

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Muhammad Shoaib

13

9

2

Muhammad Yaseen Tanveer

15

9

3

Abdul Samad t

14

9

4

Sarmad Nadeem

13

8

5

M.Owais Ali Khan

14

9

REGION : NORTH (RAWALPINDI)
STATION GIRLS HIGHER SECONDARY # 1
Address

265/A, SherKhan Road, Rawalpindi

Principal

Ms. Samuel

POC

Raheela Habib
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Qurat-ul-ain

15

10

2

Roha Fawad

14

9

3

Sofia Nasir

14

9

4

Maira Waheed Aziz

16

10

5

Sunaina Safdar

16

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Fataina Nadwa

13

8

2

Amna Akram

14

9

3

Aiman Naeem

14

8

4

Eeman Siddique

14

8

5

Alishba Imran

15

8
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TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mahnoor Sohail

13

9

2

Arooj Wajid

15

9

3

Iqra Munir

14

9

4

Jannat Imran

13

8

5

Azka Israr

14

9

REGION : NORTH (BALTISTAN)
ABRUZZI
Address

Mamochanmo, Shigar, Baltistan

Principal

Muhammad Latif Khan

POC

Attiq ur Rehman
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

1

Danish

2

Mehwish Fatima

3

Sadaqat

4

Syeda Rahila

5

Zakawat Ali

Age

Class

Age

Class

Age

Class

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

1

Aleema Haider

2

Ali Ahmed Sabri

3

Muhammad Hadi

4

Nadia Maryam

5

Ruqia Kaneez
TEAM C

Sr.No

Name of Student

1

Komal Zehra

2

Muhammad Samran

3

Nazia Batool

4

S. Iqleem

5

Syed Jan Ali
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REGION : SINDH (KARACHI)
Al-Murtuza School (Boys Branch)
Address

163/M, Block III, P.E.C.H.S, Karachi, Pakistan-75400

Director

Tasneem Shabbar

Vice Principal
POC

Zehra Shabbir
M. Faraz Yousuf
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Toqeer Raza

15

10

2

Mohnis Abbas

15

9

3

Muhammad Asad

15

10

4

Mubashir Hussain

15

10

5

Syed Nabeel

13

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ali Shahzaib

15

10

2

Hadi Hasnain

15

9

3

Bahrooz Hassan

14

9

4

Shaheer Hussain

15

9

5

Zohair Abbas

14

9

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Hussain Abbas

15

9

2

Hassan Abbas Lakhani

14

9

3

Mir Mubashir

14

9

4

Shabber Hussain

14

8

5

Muhammad Zain Hasnain Sayani

16

9

REGION : SINDH
DAWOOD PUBLIC SHOOL (KARACHI)
Address

Plot # ST-1, Dawood Cooperative Housing Society, Bahadurabad, Karachi

Principal

Mahvish Roshani

POC

Safia Adnan
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TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Anusha Siddiquii

15

10

2

Sara Suleman

16

10

3

Fatima Fareed

16

10

4

Zainab Javaid

15

10

5

Muntaha Irfan

15

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ayesha Khan

15

10

2

Hanya Irfan

15

9

3

Midhat Fatima

14

9

4

Armin Qayyum

15

9

5

Arooba Ishmal

14

9

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Rida Anas

15

10

2

Aiman Sohail

15

10

3

Madiha Javed

15

9

4

Sadia Amin

15

10

5

Marian Mohsin

14

9

REGION : SINDH (KARACHI)
SHARMEEN KHAN FOUNDATION (BOYS BRANCH)
Address

Faran Hotel Lane, Shahra e Faisal, Karachi

Principal

Azra Hayat

POC

Syed Ali Rizvi
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Bilal Akbar Afridi

13

9

2

Abdul Naeem

14

9

3

Abdul Rehman

15

9

4

Owais Gulraiz

17

10

5

Shahbaz Hussain

16

9
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TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Arsalan Sajid

15

9

2

Shafaqat Ali

16

9

3

Sharjeel Ahmed

17

10

4

Asad Ali

15

10

5

Gul Khan

18

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mujeeb Ahmad

16

9

2

Muhammad Taha Qureshi

14

9

3

Muhammad Rizwan

15

9

4

Mudasir Sabir

14

9

5

Tahawur Hussain

15

9

REGION : SINDH (KARACHI)
SHARMEEN KHAN FOUNDATION (GIRLS BRANCH)
Address

Faran Hotel Lane, Shahra e Faisal, Karachi

Principal

Afshan Khan

POC

Madiha Younus
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Tooba Ghani

13

9

2

Rukhsan Khan

15

9

3

Fatima

16

9

4

Laiba Malik

16

10

5

Hira Liaquat Ali

13

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Saweera Javaid

15

9

2

Tanzil Abbas Shah

16

9

3

Ayesha Naeem

17

10

4

Javeria Mohammad Saleem

15

10

5

Yasmeen M.Ghiyas

18

10
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TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Zainab Arshad

18

10

2

Muskan Hayyat

15

9

3

Laiba Noor

13

9

4

Fizza M.Azam Ali

16

10

5

Nimra Ghani

15

9

REGION : SINDH (KARACHI)
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL
Address

Shahrah-e-Iraq Karachi

Principal

Ms. Anila Constant

Head Teacher

Naseema Kapadia

POC

Shameney Haider

TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Aleeza Fatima

16

9

2

Jaweria Jawed

16

9

3

Bhajat Afaq

15

9

4

Alexia Melissa

15

10

5

Zunaira Imran

16

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Esha Wasif

15

9

2

Maha Faheem

16

9

3

Maria Malik

15

10

4

Marian Ronald

15

10

5

Atfa Imtiaz

15

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Farheen Siddiqui

16

11

2

Summaiya Rasheed

15

11

3

Omama Mehmood

15

10

4

Syeda Mariha

16

11

5

Unjela Kazi

15

11
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REGION : SINDH (KARACHI)
ST. MICHAELS CONVENT
Address

Plot # ST-5, Kehkashan Block – 7, Boat Basin Clifton

Principal

Mr. Peter Alan Misquita

Head Teacher
POC

Sameena Soomro
Rabia Abdullah

TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Raza Rasool

14

10

2

Shajeea Khalid

16

11

3

Mashal Hameed

16

11

4

Sania Arif

13

9

5

Sara Moledina

14

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Hadia Saeed

14

9

2

Hammad Hassan

15

10

3

Faarah Fatima

16

11

4

Muhammad Abdul Ahad

15

10

5

Hana Mapara

14

9

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Alina Arshad

15

11

2

Sadia Razzaq

14

9

3

Ali Haider

16

11

4

Huzaifa Khan

15

10

5

Zainab Mirza

14

9
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REGION : BALOCHISTAN (QUETTA)
LITTLE ANGELS HIGH SCHOOL PISHIN
Address

Haji Bairam Khan Town, Quetta

Principal

Ziaullah

POC

Naseebullah

TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Muhammad Idrees(Kili-Manzaki)

15

10

2

Sadam Hussain

14

9

3

Niamatullah Khan

14

10

4

Saeed Ahmed

17

10

5

Rahatullah Khan

14

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Barak Khan

15

10

2

Ubaid ur Rehman

15

10

3

Mohammad Faraz

15

10

4

Sanaullah Khan

17

10

5

Mohammad Idrees(Babu Muhala)

15

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mehmood Ahmed

14

10

2

Ahmed Khan

17

10

3

Basheer Ahmad

17

10

4

Asad Khan

15

9

5

Aminullah Khan

17

10
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REGION : BALOCHISTAN (QUETTA)
GOVERNMENT SANDEMAN HIGH SCHOOL
Address

Fatima Jinnah Road, Quetta

Principal

Dr. Naseer Ali Shah

POC

Ahsan Jalil

TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Mohammad Shahbaz

17

10

2

Mujeeb ur Rehman

16

10

3

Abdul Rahman

16

9

4

Izzatullah

18

10

5

Naseebullah Khan

16

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Asadullah

17

10

2

Ubaid ur Rehman

15

10

3

Mohammad Faraz

15

9

4

Sanaullah Khan

15

10

5

Mohammad Idrees(Babu Muhala)

16

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ayub Khan

16

9

2

Mohammad Bashir

13

9

3

Hameed Khan

14

9

4

Muhammad Anees

17

10

5

Sheroz Khan

14

9
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REGION : PUNJAB (LAHORE)
ST. ANTHONY'S HIGH SCHOOL
Address

3, Lawrence Road, Lahore

Principal

Shahid Ambrose

POC

Shoukat Ashraf
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Eric William

15

10

2

Hamza Bakhsh

15

9

3

Taimoor Zubair

14

9

4

Shahmir Azhar

16

9

5

Usama Maqbool

16

10

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

M. Haris Khan

16

10

2

Mohammad Hafiullah

14

9

3

M. Ahmed Ayaz Butt

16

10

4

Shamoon Javed

14

9

5

Abrar Ahmad

14

9

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Faiq Shabbir

14

9

2

Syed Ubaid ur Rehman

15

10

3

Syed Mohammad Turab Raza Zaidi

15

10

4

Ibrahim Khan

16

10

5

Mirza Usman Imtiaz

13

8

REGION : PUNJAB (LAHORE)
THE TRUST SCHOOL THOKAR (BOYS BRANCH)
Address

21, Westwood Colony, Thokar Niaz Baig, Lahore

Principal

Saira Khalid

POC

Abdul Ghaffar
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TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Abdul Qadeer

14

10

2

Rizwan Tariq

14

9

3

Muheeb Asif

14

9

4

Mohammad Rehan

16

9

5

Muhammad Ali

14

9

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ahmed Fareed

15

9

2

Ali Raza

15

9

3

Huzaifa Bilal

14

9

4

Abdul Manan

14

9

5

Abdullah Iftikhar

16

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Umar Khan

14

9

2

Syed M. Nasrum

14

9

3

Kaleem Hayat

14

9

4

M. Daniyal

14

9

5

M. Talha Ishfaq

15

9

REGION : PUNJAB (LAHORE)
THE TRUST SCHOOL AAMIR TOWN (GIRLS BRANCH)
Address

Amir town, Lahore

Principal

Asim Ishaq

POC

Uzma Adnan

TEAM A
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Rabia Shahzad

15

10

2

Shahzeen Akbar

14

9

3

Ayesha Amjad

14

9

4

Ayesha Batool

15

9

5

Syeda Fehmeen Fatima

14

10
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TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Taba Iftikhar

14

10

2

Minahil Afzal

14

9

3

Maham Iftikhar Ahmad

14

9

4

Eman Fatima

15

9

5

Dania Sarosh

15

10

TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Ammara Tanveer

16

10

2

Haiqa Fatima

15

9

3

Alisha M.Mubeen Kashif

13

9

4

Laiba Nusrat

14

9

5

Ayesha Aslam

14

10

REGION : PUNJAB (LAHORE)
GHAZALI PREMIER COLLEGE
Address

5E, Samanburg, Johar Town, Lahore

Principal

Amir Jaffri

POC

Ali Zaib
TEAM A

Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

M. Anus Ikhwan

14

10

2

Awais Ali

16

10

3

Muhammad Imtisal

15

11

4

Basharat Arain

15

2nd year

5

Ahmed Raza

15

1st year

TEAM B
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Fahad Iqbal

15

11

2

Muizz ur Rehman

15

10

3

M. Faish Ashraf

16

10

4

Muhammad Ismail

14

10

5

Kamran Ulhaq

13

9
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TEAM C
Sr.No

Name of Student

Age

Class

1

Roshan Aqdas

15

11

2

Umar Farooq

15

11

3

Huzifa Nadeem

15

1st year

4

Abdus Samad

15

11

5

Muhammad Adnan

14

10
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Issues & Mitigation
1. Identifying and finding like-minded partners who are willing to support an initiative like this and who believe
that creative and critical thinking is important for children, and that entrepreneurship basics taught at this age
can contribute to their future career choices.
MITIGATION:
Regular meetings were held with members of the corporate community and material was developed and provided
along with the proposal to give details of the programme, its efficacy and way forward. Several corporate entities
and individuals who are inclined towards the mandate of entrepreneurship as a way forward for economic growth,
were approached and engaged.
2. There are different kinds of education systems with separate schedules in the country that create hurdles during
the execution of the programme. A number of stages had to begin at different times and we had to reschedule
the stages across the country keeping in mind the different times of the mid-term exams and holidays.
MITIGATION:
A centralized and somewhat flexible schedule was made and additional support was provided to the Coordinators
who were managing the sessions running in parallel. At the same time, the cycle to be run August to October was
selected and determined carefully after documenting all school schedules of exams and other activities across the
country.
3. Language barrier was an issue in various parts of the country where even Urdu is the second language and the
regional language is spoken primarily. English is taught in schools but fluency and articulate expression is a
general problem when it comes to school operating in different parts of Pakistan. Simplifying concepts like
‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘marketing’ in Urdu was a difficult task.
MITIGATION:
Various indigenous examples were used to explain what entrepreneurship is and the children were made familiar
with the business terms commonly used.
4. Parental consent in some places was an issue as parents considered this to be extracurricular activity which
would distract children from their academics. They also had reservations about the efficacy of entrepreneurship
and specifically about teaching them its basics at such young and impressionable age.
MITIGATION:
The school administration was provided extra support and answers to all queries and reservations by ECP team so
that they could effectively address their concerns. The team was also available to speak to any parents one-on-one
if there was a need.
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Findings
1. There are not many platforms
available in schools systems in
Pakistan which encourage
innovation, creativity and critical
thinking. The education system
does not encourage the development of solution providers
which the capabilities of transforming challenge into
opportunities.
2. Children were not clearly aware
and in some cases absolutely
oblivious when inquired about
their secret talents. Some were
not certain what a talent was in
the first place – this points us to
a potential problem in the
education system – it is more
like batch processing rather
than indentifying and working
with individual talents and
strengths.This problem was
more common amongst
children from schools in urban
centres, rather than schools
situated in remote areas.
3. Responsible decision making as
a skill is neither taught nor
developed in schools. Most
students displayed confusion
and reluctance while taking
simple choices during the
game. However, once they were
provided with relevant
information, they understood
how to use that information to
take informed decision with
respect to their virtual enter
prise in the simulation.
4. Most children lacked good
public speaking skills and were
unable to express themselves
clearly, and had very little idea
on how to articulately state their
thoughts.
5. Working in team formation with
children from other classes and
different age groups, encouraged healthy interpersonal
communication between
children. We witnessed a lot of
idea sharing and discussion
when mentors were discussing

business ethics case studies,
when they played the practice
rounds of the online game.
6. Business studies is not
introduced at school level in
most schools unless it is a
Cambridge school system,
subjects taught provide
students with peripheral
information regarding
commerce and economics. The
Matriculation education system
has had only two disciplines in
Pakistan, Science and
Humanities.
7. Entrepreneurship is not considered as choice of career by
most students, and is often
discouraged by parents.
8. For children studying in schools
located in urban centres, the
inclination with respect to their
careers was more towards
working for a large multinational
or becoming doctors and
engineers. In contrast, children
studying in remote areas of
Pakistan, were more inclined
towards entrepreneurship, and
wanted to start their own
enterprises in the future. Their
choice of career predominantly
stemmed from a need based
choice owing to a lack of
employment opportunities in
small cities.
9. A very strong competitive streak
was witnessed in school
children form schools located
in semi-urban and remote part
of Pakistan. They operated with
a winning attitude, and vigor
which was not found in some
of the urban schools.
10. Mentors worked better in pairs
because they displayed a
strong sense of unity, and were
able to actively engage the
participants.
11. Business ethics was a concept
children were unfamiliar with at
this age, even though it is part
of values which should be

instilled in young minds before
they enter the professional
stage of life whether they are
self employed or are working
for someone else.
12. Social enterprise is a fairly new
concept in Pakistan. Having
said that, most children had no
idea that an enterprise could
have both social and business
aims at the same time. They
could not fathom how an
organization could make
profits and yet be community
and social impact oriented.
13. An introduction and understanding of social entrepre
neurship created an encouraging show of enthusiasm, and
comments and ideas from the
students following that
displayed a noticeable diversity
and innovation in terms of
future career paths.
14. There is a huge communication
gap between the corporate
fraternity and educational
institutions in Pakistan. Due to
a lack of any real knowledge
sharing and dissemination of
business practices, and how
business decisions are made in
the practical world, school
children are somewhat isolated
from what exactly is happening
in the real world.
15. Children from semi-urban
schools actively discussed and
had very positive views to share
on how entrepreneurship
played an important role in
women empowerment.
16. The corporate community in
Pakistan is widening its philanthropic base, and is actively
funding initiatives that fall in
the realm of Sustainable
Development Goals. We found
a likeminded funding partner in
ZAFA Group, who understood
the impact of the programme
and shared the vision.
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Next Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Post-Regional Finals Results Collation
Communicate to schools and mentors whose teams have been selected based on highest scores in
Business Ethics and simulation.
Prepare and email guidelines for national Finals attendance and participation to schools ten days ahead
Arrange for extra one to two hours of mentoring for the six selected teams to think of a business idea and
prepare them for pitching
Identify, select and engage a panel of judges for National Finals
Develop a judging criteria and scoring sheet for the day of the event for the judges.
Have the teams arrive two days prior to the National Finals and prepare them further for the pitches
National Finals 2016
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Human Resource
Team
SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
•
•
•
•
•

Faraz Khan – Co-Founder SEED & Lead Consultant
Khusro Ansari – Co Founder SEED & Senior Marketing/Media Consultant
Israr Khan – Director Finance
Sadaf Mahmood – Senior Strategist
Shahbaz Khan – Execution & Media Consultant

ECP Core Team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sadaf Mahmood – Programme Manager, Pakistan
Shaista Ayesha – Head of Content
Zarah Irfan – Coordinator
Fatik Hasan – Sind Coordinator
Asama Bhadelia – Balochistan Coordinator
Manal Sohail – North Coordinator
Sana Mela – Punjab Coordinat
Mohammad Ali – Digital/ Design Lead

Support Team
•
•
•
•
•
•

Junaid Quadri – Project Support & Digital Assistant
Muhammad Ghufran – Digital Support
Faiz Muhiuddin – On ground Support
Neelum Hasan – Project Support
Ahsan Ehsan – Project Support
Gulbaaz Khan – Project Support
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SEED - Social, Entrepreneurship and Equity Development – serves as a
platform for the development and facilitation of entrepreneurship in
Pakistan, and supports the growth of this ecosystem through training,
education, curriculum development, incubation and mentoring. It holds
the unique status of being a repository of knowledge creating a sphere
of a diverse range of information – be it academic, theoretical, practical
and/or experiential – for visionaries and entrepreneurs, particularly those
with a social mandate.
The company strongly believes in the potential of partnerships. It has
revolutionized collaborations with the public and private sector by
ensuring constant interaction with relevant stakeholders not as isolated
processes for commercial purposes, but providing value proposition for
all including the community through fruitful collaborations. Its various
programmes cater to different segments of the society understanding
after extensive research and on-ground work, the different environments
and their specific issues and needs. Hence, the company works with
public and private sectors, media as well as academia, and has
programmes for urban centres, urban slums, rural, semi rural and
regional areas.
SEED underatnds that young minds are eager to learn, and prove to be
the most receptive audience. Hence, enhancing their business acumen
and instilling the idea of entrepreneurship in young minds during their
adolescent years, would not only encourage them to explore this
promising avenue, but will also positively impact the country’s economy
in the long run.
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Karachi, Pakistan
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